HIDDEN POCKETS in the construction of floors, walls, partitions and roofs of industrial plants, where the manufacturing processes involve inflammable, explosive or dusty and gaseous atmospheres, have been the source of considerable trouble—sometimes causing disasters. Inflammable dusts and gases cannot be removed regularly from these hidden spaces. Then, when a fire breaks out in an operating area, the inaccessibility of these hidden pockets makes it impossible to attack the fire with ordinary fire-fighting equipment without first having to tear out large sections of floors, walls, partitions or roofs. This means unnecessary destruction.

Design for small timber buildings

A type of construction has been developed to overcome this difficulty in relatively small operating buildings, such as timber structures commonly used in the explosive manufacturing industry. No credit is claimed for having originated this general method of construction, but its practical application to this particular kind of industrial building may be new. All floors, walls, partitions and roofs are designed and built as solid structures with the elimination of hidden pockets and open surface joints. A design can be evolved to meet almost any special requirement.

There are a variety of materials that can be used for exposed surfaces to meet exposure to weather, fire or fumes; insulating boards can be applied to reduce heat transfer; fire or flame-proofed timber can be employed if required; plywood can be used if surfaces are not too extended; and tongue and groove lumber of almost any thickness is suitable to obtain the strength required. Exterior surfaces can be glazed in place if desired, and joints can be filled with properly chosen flexible caulking compounds. Practically any type of floor covering can be installed. One point must be borne in mind; this type of construction results in a tight building and if any pressure exists or may exist inside the building at any time, proper provision must be made for its relief.

Several variations of this general type of construction are shown in the accompanying drawing. Its use in a relatively small narrow building is shown in Detail A, where the roof span can be taken care of by using roofers of proper thickness without intermediate support, and where side and end walls can be made up of plywood sheets with T-shaped posts at the jolts for stiffening and to obtain tightness. The design has fixed windows, covered floor and a painted interior lining which permits of complete hoisting out without damage to the building.

The design shown in Detail B is adapted to a large building with roof span that requires intermediate support and with a relatively heavy timber framework for rigidity. In this particular case, side walls are constructed of vertically placed T & G boards with hardboard lining glued and nailed to the interior surface and all joints caulked. The exterior surface is flat galvanized iron over building paper. Horizontal interior beams and braces are roofed to prevent dust collecting ledges. No insulating board was deemed necessary in this instance, but it can be used if required.

The same general type of construction as shown in Detail B is illustrated in Detail C, but adapted to long buildings where such intermediate roof supports as are shown in Detail B would become impractical. This design uses architect support for the roof and instead of the steel gusset plates, commercial glued timber arches could be substituted.

Floor construction with raised aisles and protective curbs, as shown in Detail D, can, if necessary, be adapted in buildings where the manufacturing processes involve the spillage of corrosive liquids.

All of the designs described have been constructed and are in active use—some of them for a period of several years.

Municipal Central Heating System Serves Whole City

First and only city in the country where a central heating system provides heat for the entire population is Virginia, Minn. In that community all homes, stores, schools and churches are served from a main running through every street in town. Temperature in the individual homes being controlled by a thermostat in each.

The system is municipally owned and operated as a non-profit enterprise. Cost figures are especially interesting because of the community's location in northern Minnesota, where winter conditions are severe. The plant is said to burn 43,000 tons of bituminous coal a year, at a cost of $7 per ton. The average householder occupying a 5-room house pays $70 a year to heat his house and hot water, about half the cost for heating on an individual basis. Differing ability of the householder to economize and properly operate his heating system naturally results in variations from this average.

In addition, the steam is first used to generate electricity before it is piped into homes and business establishments through an auxiliary use of the central plant. Lowering cleaning bills, less ash on streets and fewer colds are some of the incidental benefits that have resulted from the virtual smokelessness of the city since the central plant's establishment. Also, the refuse collection problem has been simplified by the elimination of ash receptacles, and fire losses in dwellings are said to be 40 percent lower than formerly.
BYERS WROUGHT IRON

is a veteran in the
"UNDERGROUND"

Every engineer who has to install or maintain underground steam lines will understand the problem confronting the Veteran's Hospital, Chillicothe, Ohio. A 4-inch vacuum return and a 3-inch medium pressure drip line had to be installed in an existing tunnel. Such lines are cold during a major portion of the year, and it is practically impossible to keep moisture from accumulating in the duct. Once a film of water forms on the pipe, atmospheric gases are dissolved in it, and corrosive attack invariably follows.

Fortunately, the engineers had an excellent guide in material selection right before them; a 3-inch wrought iron steam supply line, installed in the tunnel in 1927. The new lines are Byers Wrought Iron.

If further evidence of wrought iron's durability had been required, our engineering files would provide plenty. One example is a wrought iron underground steam line installed in a New England college in 1897. Practically all of it is still in use.

Corrosion costs you more than Wrought Iron

Wrought iron's unusual resistance to corrosion is of course the result of its unusual structure. Tiny fibers of glass-like silicate slag are threaded through a high-purity iron base. The network of fibers helps halt and diffuse corrosive attack, and discourages pitting. Also, the fibers assist in anchoring any initial protective film, which shields the underlying metal.

Our bulletin, "Wrought Iron for Underground Services," is packed with interesting and helpful information, and well repays reading. We will be very glad to send you a complimentary copy.
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COMING NEXT

• Methods of widening highways, which is one of the current problems of highway engineers in those days when new construction is limited, will be given in the Annual High-
way Number, January 11. Other features of this issue will be a dis-
cussion of truck size and weight re-
strictions for future highway work, and details of important postwar projects.

• Also in this issue: An illuminating article on Pacific battlefront sanita-
tion experiences and the methods be-
ing employed to safeguard the health of our troops; tests and investiga-
tions being conducted by the Ten-
ness Valley Authority on the use of asphalt grout to stop severe leak-
age from reservoirs; use of precise level-building equipment to speed up sur-
veying work, increase accuracy and cut cost; design and construction features of airplane propeller test cells at Wright Field.

LOOKING AHEAD

• Maintaining a smooth and dust-
free surface on concrete floors where they are subjected to heavy traffic by stockpiling materials is a constant maintenance problem. A method, which will be described in the Jan. 25 issue, is known as "byersing" the Jan. 25 lane, because it was invented in a Byers yard for mounting stockpiled materials. It also provides procedures for the hardening of concrete to prevent dusting.

• A water reservoir of unusual de

sign is being built at the Veteran's Hospital, D. C. The structure is in the form of an open pond, and is enclosed by a 14ft. high brick wall of corrosion-resistant steel, which is expected to increase its stability. Construction provides for a future increase when the structure will be used as a reservoir.

• Some suggestions will be in-
cluded in the Jan. 25 issue on "Adding Years of Service to Equipment," which will be of special interest to contractors who are endeavoring to extend the life of their machines through the early postwar years when this type of equipment may be difficult to obtain.